The Western Collegiate Hockey Association has unan-
imously accepted UAH Huntsville and granted the Chargers full-time membership in the confer-
ence beginning next season.

Chargers Hockey has been on life support for the past three years. UAH is the only Di-
vision I hockey program below the Mason-Dixon Line and they were operating independently
with an endurance to call home.

UAH Hockey Gains New Life
By Taylor Reed, Sports Reporter

On Thursday morning, classes at UAH Huntsville were canceled around 12:30 p.m. due to
snow. The timing of the deci-
sion, and the delay of Friday
morning classes, have af-
fected class schedules among
other things, and have been
criticized by some but compli-
dated by others.

On Thursday morning, many schools and universi-
ties had already cancelled
class. The weather forecast
for the day included snow,
but since it did not snow in
the morning, the day went on.
When many students were already in class, or on
their way to class, a decision to cancel was finally made.
Most students and people
were leaving from workplaces
at the same time, creating
extremely slow and congested
traffic.

Commuter students were
affected the most. Many had
to email their professors to
ask if class was cancelled.

"It took me two hours to
get home, when it usually takes me 15 minutes! Not to men-
tion that the roads were very
dangerous; an earlier deci-
sion would have made it easi-
er for us," says Apari Abe-Opotok and Julia Schnider, two com-
muters from Madison, said.

UAH might have had their
students working, had the
administration not taken a
decision to cancel during the week.
Several members of the faculty and professors
said that it is a complicated
decision. "UAH handled the situation very well, keeping
in mind the fact that this state does not usually have
to face such climatic condi-
tions," Professor Wilkerson from the Philosophy
Department said.

Some were not affected
because they did not have
class that day, but their Fri-
day morning classes were
delayed. "I was satisfied with
the decision made to delay
classes on Friday because
there was considerable ice
in the area I live in, and I
would not have felt comfortable to
drive," Brittany Vaughn, a
UAH student, said.

Apparently, the situation
was handled well, and it
was not easy. If you did not
receive email notifications of
the cancelations, register for
UAHAlert to be aware of
emergency situations. Just
follow the instructions on
the website: http://www.uah.
ualert/registration.

On Jan. 17, classes at UA-
Huntsville were canceled around 1.30 p.m. due to
snow. The timing of the deci-
sion, and the delay of Friday
morning classes have af-
fected class schedules among
other things, and have been
cri tized by some but compli-
dated by others.

On Thursday morning, many schools and universi-
ties had already cancelled
class. The weather forecast
for the day included snow,
but since it did not snow in
the morning, the day went on.
When many students were already in class, or on
their way to class, a decision to cancel was finally made.
Most students and people
were leaving from workplaces
at the same time, creating
e xtremely slow and congested
traffic.

Commuter students were
affected the most. Many had
to email their professors to
ask if class was cancelled.

"It took me two hours to
get home, when it usually takes me 15 minutes! Not to men-
tion that the roads were very
dangerous; an earlier deci-
sion would have made it easi-
er for us," says Apari Abe-
Opotok and Julia Schnider, two com-
muters from Madison, said.

UAH might have had their
students working, had the
administration not taken a
decision to cancel during the week.
Several members of the faculty and professors
said that it is a complicated
decision. "UAH handled the situation very well, keeping
in mind the fact that this state does not usually have
to face such climatic condi-
tions," Professor Wilkerson from the Philosophy
Department said.

Some were not affected
because they did not have
class that day, but their Fri-
day morning classes were
delayed. "I was satisfied with
the decision made to delay
classes on Friday because
there was considerable ice
in the area I live in, and I
would not have felt comfortable to
drive," Brittany Vaughn, a
UAH student, said.

Apparently, the situation
was handled well, and it
was not easy. If you did not
receive email notifications of
the cancelations, register for
UAHAlert to be aware of
emergency situations. Just
follow the instructions on
the website: http://www.uah.
ualert/registration.
By Nicolas Neely
Staff Writer

On Monday, President Obama took the public oath of office in Washington D.C. for the second time to begin another four-year term in office amid a time of deep ideological and political division.

Obama was officially sworn in Sunday as required by the Constitution. Obama's second public inauguration was a star-studded event taking place in front of the Capital amid a sea of onlookers. Pop star Beyonce sang the event's rendition of the "Star Spangled Banner" and James Taylor performed "America the Beautiful." Inauguration Day was a star-studded event with a pair of Bibles owned by Chief Justice John Roberts and a Bible owned by Martin Luther King Jr. respectively.

Obama declared during his speech that, "our journey is not complete," and called for unity in Washington. "We cannot mistake absolutism for principle, or substitute spectacle for politics, or treat name-calling as substitute debate," Obama said. "We must act, knowing that our work will be imperfect. We must act, knowing that today's victories will be only partial, and that they will be up to those who stand here in four years, and forty years, and four hundred years hence to advance the timeless and the hope that spares Philadelphia hall." His remarks were a not-so-subtle call for greater effort from politicians to put aside partisan bickering and come together to work toward common goals.

Although the theme of the President's speech was one proposing qualified compromise, those on the left and right acknowledged that much of the speech leaves more questions rather than any actual direct action.

Obama's calls for collective action also highlighted future divisions as the U.S. is poised to default on many debts if the debt limit is not raised. The President also pointed to how Americans cannot truly be free because of "a privileged few." He went on to criticize Congress and former Republican Vice Presidential nominee Paul Ryan's strategy to reform entitlement spending during the campaign last year. "The commitments we make to each other - through Medicare, and Medicaid, and Social Security - these things do not say our initiative; they strengthen us. They do not make us a nation of takers; they free us to take the risks that make this country great," he said.

Some remain skeptical of whether the President can accomplish any of the agenda he laid out at the inauguration speech, which was peppered with "positive policy points usually reserved for State of the Union addresses," according to front CNN poll. Three-quarters of those surveyed believed the country was more divided than it has been in years. 56 percent believes the President will be an outstanding or an above average President, roughly the same number as President George W. Bush during his second inauguration.

A separate poll also showed Obama's first term poll numbers that, when averaged, ranked the third lowest of any President since WWII.

After the swearing in ceremony, the President signed a statement formally nominating his new cabinet officials and took in the night of the inauguration Day parade.
Cuisine for the comic crazy
By Ashley Boker, Staff Writer

Hunger is Vanquished, Diner Saved
The mark of a good restaurant is not the size but the friendliness of its staff. At Super Heroes, 1812 Winchester Blvd. Huntsville, AL, Atmosphere: 8/10 Review: 10/10 Price: 7/10 Overall: 8/10

The mark of a good restaurant is not the size but the friendliness of its staff. At Super Heroes in one sentence, owner Mark Wadsworth said, "Diner food, drive-in speed, dive-bar attitude" and that is very apparent in the restaurant's name.

As for décor, Super Heroes is decked out in comic books, action figures and even a violin mural of Spider-Man. While immediately the door provides one certain nostalgia that even non-comic book fans can appreciate. You can expect a moderate wait, around 20 minutes, when during these busy hours, there is a comfortable Batman-themed waiting area to serve your super heroes craving until you are seated.

The staff is very friendly and attentive. My waitress for the evening, Lanie, was helpful with menu items and making sure everything got to your table quickly. She had a very interesting story about the one time she tipped in a Boston Pizza. They were going to a high school dance in a bus full of teenagers. How does a bus full of teenagers survive a high school dance? These things have to be done! I love her name. I also ordered a Zed Boba-Milkshake, which was subpar at best. The milkshake tasted like a Little Debbie cake at the bottom and nobody would ever drink it. It was so bad that I had to as a college athlete, "Zero Dark Thirty" can be considered one of the favorites to win. However it is also one of the most controversial movies of the year. Its interrogation scenes have been said to show some recent character issues, particularly how to start a movie with torture. Whether or not it does matter how great your life is, it will be sorely disappointing if the film has a pro-torture stance. Whether or not it is intendend, the movie shows a surprise at how "torture" was not very distant, but it also offers a nuanced look at a character defined by her obsession with finding Bin Laden. Brie Larson's character is one of the film's finest scenes of the year. The movie is both bold and brave, which is a lot of times seems just a minute in those "torture" was not very distant, but it also offers a nuanced look at a character defined by her obsession with finding Bin Laden. Brie Larson's character is one of the film's finest scenes of the year. The movie is both bold and brave, which is a lot of times seems just a minute in those

In the 1990s and 2000s there were not just the few that kicked as much butt and cried as much as the Johnny Knoxville brand. Arnold Schwarzenegger Despite being the newest member of Navy Seals with up to his behest, he has managed to do so. "Zero Dark Thirty" has been nominated for an Academy Award including Best Picture, which it is in fact one of the few favorites to win. However it is also one of the most controversial movies of the year. Its interrogation scenes have been said to show some recent character issues, particularly how to start a movie with torture. Whether or not it does
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The University of Alabama-Huntsville men's basketball team dropped their second straight home game on Saturday, losing to rival North Alabama by a final score of 81-71. UAH entered the imaginary friend game with a 13-2 record and a No. 3 national ranking after they dropped a home contest in Dallas State last weekend. UNA entered with an 11-3 record and a 2-1 record in the Gulf South Conference. UNA won the turnover battle en route to victory. The game will be played at 3 p.m. and can be followed online at www.uahchargers.com.

By Andy Donovan, Sports Reporter

Remember having an imaginary friend as a kid? Whether or not you care to admit it, you and your imaginary friend probably never made the news. Unfortunately for him, Notre Dame linebacker Manti Te’o did.

Te’o’s story has been a saint during Notre Dame’s miraculous season. He is the best player on the nation’s top scoring defense and has been an inspiration for all who have been overcome by the death of his grandfather and his girlfriend during a 24-hour period in September. Unfortunately, Te’o’s win was the Heisman Trophy, but it is unlikely that the award’s winner should be both on and off the field. (Courtesy of thebiglead.com)

Te’o has been a saint during Notre Dame’s miraculous season. He is the best player on the nation’s top scoring defense and has been an inspiration for all who have been overcome by the death of his grandfather and his girlfriend during a 24-hour period in September. Unfortunately, Te’o’s win was the Heisman Trophy, but it is unlikely that the award’s winner should be both on and off the field. (Courtesy of thebiglead.com)

It makes you wonder if the vote would have gone if the story of Te’o’s girlfriend’s death was found out to be a lie all along. Which leads to the question, where is the fact checking in the media? The writer who introduced the story is another Sports Illustrated writer, Peter Thamel. If you remember the story of the Kansas basketball player that was not, Enes Kanter, then you remember Peter Thamel. He went on an extensive fact finding trip that ultimately led to the NCAA disqualifying him from playing. Theคำถามที่พบครั้งแรกในการใช้ภาษาอังกฤษคือ numbers one to ten.

By Jeff Carr, Sports Reporter
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Help support the Neonatal ICU at Huntsville Hospital for Women & Children by attending the Havoc's "Melissa George Night" January 26! During the game against the Knoxville Ice Bears, Havoc players will wear special jerseys bearing the Melissa George Fund logo and the handprints of babies who have been patients in the NICU. The jerseys will be auctioned off to fans after the game, and the proceeds will benefit the Melissa George Neonatal Memorial Fund at Huntsville Hospital Foundation.

Arrive early because the first 500 fans who bring an item for the NICU — such as clothing, caps, booties, blankets and disposable cameras — will receive a FREE Havoc "Melissa George Night" toboggan!

Tickets can be purchased at the VBC Box Office or at www.ticketmaster.com.
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EVENT CALENDAR

Thursday, 1/24
RUF 7-8 p.m. @ University Center Downstairs (old games room)

Friday, 1/25
Alumni Lunch & Learn with Dr. Lillian Joyce Discussing Pompeii 11-30 a.m. to 12-30 p.m. @ Shelby Center Room 301

Saturday, 1/26
Sandella's Sounds 9-11 a.m. @ Sandella's in the UC

Sunday, 1/27
Blue Man Group 7-10 p.m. @ Von Braun Center

Monday, 1/28
Just Move It, 8 a.m., ends Sunday, April 7, 8 a.m. @ UAH campus

Tuesday, 1/29
Tasty Tuesday 2-4 p.m. @ UC Entrance

Wednesday, 1/30
Get Connectable 5:30-8 p.m. @ LIB 207

JUST FOR FUN.

Across
1. Free babysitter, maybe
5. Veer
10. Unfermented grape juice
14. Malay sail canoe
15. Lullaby syllables
16. Oriel feature
17. Impressive event
19 . la Douce
20. Former senator Gorton
21. Allowed to enter
23. Ospreys' cousins
26. Perspicacious
27. Liqueur found in a grasshopper
32. Was afflicted with
33. Restaurant chain known for its root beer floats
34. Tom of 'The Dukes of Hazzard"
38. Does the chasing in tag
40. Muslim's holy book
42. "And stay by my cradle till morning is"
43. Vertically, in nautical talk
45. "Today" forecaster
46. Chili stains
47. Oil-can letters
48. Flaubert classic
52. Mother-of-pearl
53. Offspring
56. Sauce bean
57. Stockings shade
59. Christmas buys
60. Long-winded complaint
64. State west of Mo.
65. That, in Chihuahua
66. "Moses und ..."
67. South American wildcats
68. Big Apple abbr.
69. Words
70. Place to get all steamed up
71. Old jet-set jets

Down
1. Police radio messages, for short
2. River that crosses the border of Russia and Kazakhstan
3. Author-director Ephron
4. Bike type
5. Cook of Creedence Clearwater Revisited
6. TV knob abbr.
7. New Rochelle, N.Y. college
8. Landlord of Lucy and Ricky
9. Takeoff spot
10. Bygone receptacle
11. Estonian city
12. Not fulfilled
13. Foe of Lee
18. City near Cleveland
22. What "vidi" means, in Caesar's boast
24. Bismarck is its cap
25. Madrid Mrs.
27. Popular plant "pet"
28. Hoarseness
29. "The Sopranos" actress Falco
30. Modern encyclopedia medium
31. Stirs
35. Leaning Tower's home
36. Culture medium gelatin
37. "... the harder fall"
38. Marmosets of S.America
41. Brand of syrup
44. Capacious
46. Morse code bits
49. Churchill flashed them during W.W. II
50. Makeup maker
51. Makeup maker
52. Mother of pearl
58. Canterbury hat
62. 1102, in dates
63. Ice score from field endings
64. State west of Mo.
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